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ABSTRACT

The task of transcribing nuclear genes is shared between three RNA polymerases in eukaryotes: RNA polymerase (pol) I synthesises the large rRNA, pol II synthesises mRNA and pol III synthesises tRNA and 5S rRNA. Although pol II has received most attention, pol I and pol III are together responsible for the bulk of transcriptional activity. This survey will summarise what is known about the process of transcription by pol I and pol III, how it happens and the proteins involved. Attention will be drawn to the similarities between the three nuclear RNA polymerase systems and also to their differences.

INTRODUCTION

The eukaryotic RNA polymerases I and III (pol I and pol III) transcribe only a limited set of genes. Pol I synthesises rRNA and pol III makes 5S rRNA, tRNA, 7SL RNA, U6 snRNA and a few other small stable RNAs, many involved in RNA processing. This contrasts with the huge variety of pol II- transcribed genes that encode proteins. The activities of pol I and pol III dominate cellular transcription, combining to exceed 80% of total RNA synthesis in growing cells! Therefore, tight regulation must be paramount if one considers the energy load on the cell. This review presents an overview of the factors and mechanisms of transcription by pol I and pol III, affectionately known as the ‘Oddpols’. Although the transcription factors are different, there are fundamental similarities in the mechanisms used by the two enzymes. In each case, a single factor binds at a similar position upstream of the transcription start site; it repetitively recruits the appropriate polymerase by protein–protein interaction, positioning it precisely to initiate transcription at a unique site.

For more comprehensive treatments, the reader is referred to two recent monographs by the authors covering transcription by pol I (1) and pol III (2).

LOCALISATION

It has long been known that pol I transcription is localised to discrete sites called nucleoli; these can be likened to ribosome factories, in which rRNA is synthesised by pol I in the fibrillar centres and then processed and assembled into ribosomes in the surrounding granular regions (3). This has always been regarded as a peculiarity of the pol I system, but a recent study has shown that pol II and pol III both also carry out transcription at discrete locations (4). Confocal and electron microscopy of HeLa cells revealed that pol III transcription occurs at ~2000 sites within the nucleoplasm (4). Each site has a radius of ~20 nm and contains, on average, five molecules of active pol III (4). Pol II is not found at these sites, but functions at its own spatially separate locations, of which there may be ~8000 per HeLa cell (4).

Although transcripts made by pol I and pol II are thought to be processed close to the site of their synthesis, at least part of the tRNA processing pathway may occur in the nucleolus (5). Thus, fluorescent in situ hybridisation reveals unprocessed pre-tRNAs within the nucleoli of Saccharomyces cerevisiae (5). Furthermore, the RNA subunit of RNase P, a pol III product which helps cleave pre-tRNA, can be found in both the nucleolus and the nucleoplasm in yeast and mammals (5,6). Processing of tRNA within the same compartment as ribosome synthesis may provide opportunities for coordinating production of distinct components of the translational apparatus.

SHARED POLYMERASE SUBUNITS

The eukaryotic nuclear RNA polymerases are complex enzymes, made up of 12 or more subunits (7). Five of these are gene products shared by all three enzymes (ABC10α, ABC10β, ABC14.5, ABC23 and ABC27 in S. cerevisiae). In addition, pol I and pol III share two subunits (AC19 and AC40 in S. cerevisiae) (8) that are not found in pol II, although the B12.5 and B44 pol II subunits are functionally equivalent, respectively (9–11). The presence of common subunits would seem to offer the opportunity for coordinate regulation. Indeed, the AC40 homologue is believed to be a target for regulation of rRNA synthesis in one instance (12), but the details of the mechanism have proven elusive. However, although this subunit is modified in both pol I and pol III, 5S rRNA expression is primarily controlled in this case through TFIIIA, not pol III (13).
PROMOTERS

Pol I promoters

Ribosomal RNA promoters have been extensively reviewed (14–17), so we will present only an outline here. Whereas the transcription machinery of pol II and pol III is often compatible with genes from widely different species, pol I transcription exhibits stringent (18), though not absolute (19), species specificity. This is housed in the interaction of the transcription factors with the promoter and, to a lesser extent, in the protein–protein interactions between the factors (20–24). There is very little sequence similarity between rRNA promoters from different species, but the general layout of functional promoter elements is highly conserved from yeast to humans (14–17). It even extends as far as African trypanosomes, in which both rRNA and two protein genes are expressed by pol I. This is the only known case in which pol I transcribes genes other than rRNA (reviewed in 25), though I-Ppol, an endonuclease encoded in a rRNA group I intron from Physarum polycephalum, is also expressed by pol I, but not from a dedicated promoter (26).

Multiple copies of rRNA genes are found as repeated clusters, usually arranged head-to-tail. Almost the entire promoter is housed in the intergenic spacer (IGS) between the transcribed units (Fig. 1). The ~50 bp region upstream of the initiation site (+1) is the core promoter and is necessary and sufficient for initiation of basal transcription in most species (14–17). The core promoter contains the only conserved rRNA promoter sequence element, the ribosomal initiator or rInr (27). The rInr is an AT-rich, TATA-like sequence surrounding +1. This element alone can very inefficiently mediate correct initiation, because the A and B blocks are bound simultaneously by the core factor which recruits pol I.

In most species, additional elements and factors help to assemble or stabilise the complex formed on the core promoter. One key player is the upstream promoter element (UPE) that extends 150–200 bp upstream of +1 (14–17). The UPE significantly stimulates transcription driven by the core promoter, but in most instances is not absolutely required for transcription initiation (29,30). The UPE binds an assembly factor that mediates efficient recruitment of the core factor to the promoter.

Non-essential DNA separates the core promoter and the UPE. However, the spacing and helical relationship between the elements is critical. Promoters with half-helical turn insertions or deletions (±5 or ±15 bp) are more severely compromised than those that retain the normal helical alignment (19,31); this likely reflects the interaction between proteins bound at the two elements. Curiously, half-helical spacing alterations can change species specificity of the promoter (19).

There is a transcription terminator just upstream of the UPE, the proximal terminator (PT), that serves many functions, including promotion of the promoter from wandering polymerases (32,33), remodelling of chromatin over the promoter (34) and, possibly, architectural folding of the rRNA repeats in the nucleolus (35,36). The PT stimulates transcription significantly. In S.cerevisiae, the PT is in the wrong orientation to mediate termination. Therefore, it cannot protect the promoter, but it still binds the termination factor and stimulates transcription.

The remainder of the IGS contains elements that enhance transcription (37–39). Usually enhancers are repeated in the IGS, but only a single enhancer copy is found in S.cerevisiae (37,40,41). In many metazoans, the IGS also contains additional functional promoters called spacer promoters or SPs (42–47). SP transcripts, which have no known function, terminate at the PT (42). Phylogenetic comparisons and experimental data suggest that enhancers evolved from the spacer promoters by repetitive duplication and truncation (48).

Pol III promoters

The most striking and unusual feature of the promoters used by pol III is that the majority require sequence elements downstream of +1, within the transcribed region. These internal control regions are generally discontinuous structures composed of essential blocks separated by non-essential regions. A classic example is provided by the Xenopus laevis somatic 5S rRNA gene, which requires three internal elements for efficient transcription: an A block located between +50 and +64, an intermediate element at +67 to +72 and a C block from +80 to +97 (49) (Fig. 2). The promoter is relatively intolerant of changes in the spacing between individual elements (49). This type of internal control region is also found in the 5S rRNA genes of many lower organisms, including Drosophila melanogaster (50) and S.cerevisiae (51). It is unique to 5S rRNA genes and is known as the type I promoter.

The most common promoter arrangement used by pol III is found in the tRNA genes, the adenovirus VA genes and many middle repetitive gene families. It is called a type II promoter and consists of two highly conserved sequence blocks, A and B, within the transcribed region (Fig. 2). The A blocks of type I and II promoters are homologous and sometimes interchangeable (52), but in the latter case they are much closer to +1. For example, a Xenopus tRNA\textsubscript{Lys} gene has its A block between +11 and +21, ~40 bp further upstream than the A block of the Xenopus 5S rRNA genes (53). The location of the B block is extremely variable, partly because some tRNA genes have short introns within their coding regions. Interblock separations of ~30–60 bp are optimal for transcription, although a distance of 365 bp can be tolerated (54,55). This flexibility is remarkable, because the A and B blocks are bound simultaneously by the single factor TFIIIC (56).
A minority of vertebrate pol III templates lack any requirement for intragenic promoter elements; these are referred to as type III promoters. For example, human and mouse U6 snRNA promoters have been identified that retain full activity following deletion of all sequences downstream of +1 (57–59). A similar situation is found for human 7SK and MRP/7-2 RNA genes (60,61). Although this arrangement is radically different from most pol III templates and are essential for transcription (68). However, deletion of sequences upstream of −46 reduces expression in transfected cells to 7% of the wild-type level (68). Upstream binding sites for Sp1 and ATF are thought to be responsible for this effect (68). The EBER2 promoter also has a TATA box between −28 and −23 that increases its activity 5-fold (68). Other examples of pol III promoters that rely on both internal and upstream sequences for efficient expression include silkworm tRNAAla genes (69), the *Xenopus* tRNAsec gene (70), the rat vault RNA gene (71) and the human 7SL gene (72).

**Table 1.** Transcription factors associated with tRNA transcription

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Core-binding factors</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TIF-IB (mouse, <em>A. castellanii</em>)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL1 (human, rat)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rb1 (Xenopus)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF (yeast)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Termination factors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTF-I (mouse, human)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reb1p (<em>S. cerevisiae</em>)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPE-binding factors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UBF (human, mouse, rat, <em>Xenopus</em>)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAF (<em>S. cerevisiae</em>)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhancer-binding factors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UBF (human, mouse, rat, <em>Xenopus</em>)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reb1p (<em>S. cerevisiae</em>)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBF (<em>A. castellanii</em>)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBF (rat)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2.** Organisation of the three general types of promoter used by pol III. The site of transcription initiation is indicated by +1 and the site of termination is indicated by Tn. Also shown are the positions of various promoter elements, including the intermediate element (IE), proximal sequence element (PSE) and distal sequence element (DSE).
Formation of the committed complex. Ribosomal RNA genes are primed for transcription by binding a single factor to the promoter (30,73–76). This is mediated in most organisms by the core promoter, but the UPE, enhancer elements and possibly the proximal terminator facilitate this step. In some species, the UPE and its binding factor are nearly mandatory for assembling a ‘committed’ complex that is resistant to challenge by a second template and persists through multiple rounds of transcription (77–80). Indeed, the yeast UPE and its binding factor alone commit the template without the core-binding factor (81). About half the gene copies garner the appropriate factor(s) for activation (82).

Core promoter-binding factors. The core factor is the fundamental initiation factor for rRNA transcription that is necessary and sufficient to recruit pol I. In all species studied except *S.cerevisiae*, this factor consists of TBP plus three or four additional TBP-containing factors that are functionally related. These factors are thought to mediate specific transcription from core promoters when bound with TBP and are not stably with the core factor (90,91). The presence of TBP puts these factors into the same class as TFII D and TFII B in the pol II and pol III systems, respectively. These factors recruit RNA polymerase and remain bound to the promoter. Recruitment occurs directly in the cases of pol I and pol III and indirectly via additional factors in the case of pol II. Thus, these TBP-containing factors are functionally related.

The core factors from human, mouse and yeast contain three TAFI S of roughly 50, 70 and 100 kDa (88–91). While the human and mouse TAFI S of similar size show strong sequence similarities, the yeast TAFI S sequences bear no similarity to those of mammals. In contrast, *A.castellanii* TIF-IB consists of four TAFI S plus TBP (87) and these have sizes quite disparate from the above (145, 99, 96 and 91 kDa). Nevertheless, the *A.castellanii* TAFI 96 sequence is related to the 56 kDa yeast TAFI (83–89). In *S.cerevisiae*, TBP interacts functionally but not stably with the core factor (90,91). The presence of TBP puts these factors into the same class as TFII D and TFII B in the pol II and pol III systems, respectively. These factors recruit RNA polymerase and remain bound to the promoter. Recruitment occurs directly in the cases of pol I and pol III and indirectly via additional factors in the case of pol II. Thus, these TBP-containing factors are functionally related.

The core factors from human, mouse and yeast contain three TAFI S of roughly 50, 70 and 100 kDa (88–91). While the human and mouse TAFI S of similar size show strong sequence similarities, the yeast TAFI S sequences bear no similarity to those of mammals. In contrast, *A.castellanii* TIF-IB consists of four TAFI S plus TBP (87) and these have sizes quite disparate from the above (145, 99, 96 and 91 kDa). Nevertheless, the *A.castellanii* TAFI 96 sequence is related to the 56 kDa yeast TAFI (83–89). In *S.cerevisiae*, TBP interacts functionally but not stably with the core factor (90,91). The presence of TBP puts these factors into the same class as TFII D and TFII B in the pol II and pol III systems, respectively. These factors recruit RNA polymerase and remain bound to the promoter. Recruitment occurs directly in the cases of pol I and pol III and indirectly via additional factors in the case of pol II. Thus, these TBP-containing factors are functionally related.

Whereas transcription by pol II and pol III is inhibited strongly by oligonucleotides containing TATA box sequences, pol I is more resistant (82). This suggests that the DNA-binding domain of TBP is not used for rRNA promoter binding. Indeed, human TAFI 48 has been shown to block the DNA-binding site of TBP (95). Whereas TFII D and TFII B induce severe bends in promoter DNA, *Acanthamoeba* TIF-IB only bends DNA by ~45° (96,97). In yeast, TBP is not required at all for basal pol I transcription in *vitro* (73). Thus the use of TBP in the pol I system is fundamentally different from the way it is used by pol II and pol III.

Extensive structural studies of the unusually stable committed complex of *A.castellanii* have shown that TIF-IB binds mainly the minor groove, contacting four successive minor grooves as the factor and DNA wrap around each other in a high pitched, right-handed superhelix (98). The most energetically significant interactions are with an AT-rich element with a minor groove compressed to half the normal width. Point mutations that alter this width result in significant loss of binding (G.Geiss, P.Kownin, M.Marilley and M.Paule, unpublished results), suggesting that recognition is primarily via backbone interactions rather than by hydrogen bonding to the bases. In addition, TAFI 96 interacts with the consensus rnr; this interaction alone is able to support specific initiation, albeit very weakly (28). This may provide insight into the role of the yeast TAFI 96 homologue Rrn7p.

UPE-binding factors. The UPEs have transcription factors that aid core factor assembly onto the promoter. The need for the UPE and its cognate factor depends on the species; we see a spectrum of requirement for the committed complex, with *A.castellanii* at one end, yeast, rat and mouse in the middle and humans and *Xenopus* at the other. Human and *Xenopus* demonstrate an extreme reliance on UBF (79,80), but the others do not (29,30,98–100). In most cases, core factor alone can mediate basal transcription (see, however, Accessory Factors below).

The vertebrate UPE-binding factor is a dimer of a 90–100 kDa polypeptide called upstream binding factor (UBF) (101–105). UBF has an N-terminal dimerisation domain (106–108), followed by four to six HMG box DNA-binding domains, depending upon species, and a C-terminal acidic serine-rich tail (102,105). NMR solution structures of HMG boxes from other factors have shown that they bind to the minor groove of DNA and bend it, with the protein lying on the outside of the bend (109). Based on extensive footprinting studies (110), Moss proposed that a UBF dimer, with its 8–12 HMG boxes, could wrap 135–160 bp of DNA into a left-handed loop, a structure dubbed the ‘enhancesome’. Various studies (111,112) have confirmed this structure. Moss also proposed that the core and UPE promoter elements could be brought together on the surface of two adjacent enhancesomes. This might aid binding of core factor by allowing simultaneous interaction with both promoter elements (113). The requirement for correct helical alignment of the two elements supports this notion (31,114). UBF also binds the core factor, aiding the latter’s recruitment to the promoter (79,101,115,116). In humans, contact is between TAFI 48 and the C-terminal tail of UBF (95) and requires UBF phosphorylation (117,118). UBF also binds the multicopy ribosomal enhancers, suggesting that a series of enhancesomes could compress the DNA of the IGS.

In *S.cerevisiae*, the UPE is bound by upstream activating factor (UAF), which is unrelated to UBF. It contains six subunits (Rrn5p, 41.8 kDa; Rrn9p, 42.8 kDa; Rrn10p, 16.5 kDa; histone H3; p30, an unidentified 30 kDa protein; histone H4, in substoichiometric amounts) (119,120). The presence of the two core histones implies that it may form a looped DNA similar to the enhancesome, but this has not yet been tested. Just as UBF is stimulatory but dispensable in *vitro*, UAF genes can be knocked out without loss of yeast viability. UAF cells grow very slowly, a phenotype which is suppressed when rRNA is transcribed from a plasmid with a pol II promoter. Curiously, UAF yeast transcribe their chromosomal rDNA using pol II instead of pol I, allowing more rapid growth (121,122). This trait is epigenetic. Similar polymerase switching has been
observed when yeast rRNA genes are put under stress (123), and occurs in other organisms (124–126). It has been suggested that such switching plays a role in cellular ageing (127,128).

Role of enhancers. Ribosomal RNA enhancers stimulate transcription, but their precise mechanism is uncertain. Vertebrate repetitive enhancers increase formation of the committed complex and not later events (38,129–132); they can be cut away from the promoter following committed complex formation and stimulation continues unabated (131). Furthermore, the *Xenopus* enhancer can stimulate transcription when not truly in cis to the promoter. Dunaway and Dröge (133) concatenated enhancer- and promoter-containing DNA minicircles and injected the assembly into *Xenopus* oocytes; concatenation was rapidly lost following injection, but enhanced transcription persisted for at least 1 day. It has been suggested that enhancers act as loading agents for the promoter by supplying some limiting component. The best candidate in vertebrates is UBF, which binds the repetitive enhancers (47). Consistent with this notion is the kinetically rapid exchange of enhancer-bound and free UBF, which would maintain an elevated UBF concentration localised near the promoter (134). Also supporting this notion is the kinetically rapid exchange of enhancer-bound and free UBF, which would maintain an elevated UBF concentration localised near the promoter (134). Also supporting this mechanism is the observation that when not in close proximity to the promoter, or when in high concentration in trans, enhancers inhibit transcription by competing for UBF (129,131). However, *in vitro* studies of the *Xenopus* enhancer have shown that they operate by a mechanism independent of UBF delivery; transcription can be enhanced by forms of UBF that are able to bind enhancers but are incapable of functioning at the promoter, such as UBF from other species or UBF2, a naturally truncated form missing part of HMG box 2 (116). The authors suggested that enhancer-bound UBF recruits core factor by protein–protein interaction. It has also been suggested that formation of enhancesomes by UBF could compress the distance between the termination site of one repeat and the promoter of the next, thus stimulating the passage of pol I between repeats. However, this mechanism requires that enhancers operate in cis and are continuously present, neither of which is necessary in oocytes (133).

Spacer promoters also stimulate transcription when there are enhancers situated between them and the PT (135–137). Transcription from the spacer promoter is not required for this stimulation (138).

The single copy *S.cerevisiae* enhancer lies in its IGS, ~100 bp downstream of the transcription unit and overlapping the terminator element (40,41). It can act bi-directionally, in either orientation and at great distances from the gene promoter (139,140). It is argued that the yeast enhancer modulates the frequency of reinitiation, rather than altering the efficiency of gene activation as in vertebrates (139), though *in vitro* it stimulates promoter complex formation and not pol I loading (38). It binds the termination factor Reb1p (141) and binds Abf1p weakly (142). Mutation of the Abf1p site strongly inhibits rRNA transcription of single copy genes on a plasmid, but has little effect on genes integrated into the *URA3* locus (143). In contrast, when tandem copies of rRNA test genes were inserted into the rDNA, signals in the *URA3* locus led to a reduction in transcription. When both the ‘enhancer’ Reb1p site and the Reb1p site in the proximal terminator were deleted, there was a 90% drop in rRNA expression (144). It has been proposed that the single copy yeast enhancer, in concert with the PT, functions by looping the IGS to bring together the termination region of one gene copy with the promoter of another (140,144).

Recruitment of pol I. Recruitment of pol I is mediated by protein–protein interaction with core factor. The polymerase can contact any DNA sequence and, in the absence of the core factor, pol I initiates only randomly. When core factor is present, pol I binds specifically to the promoter and non-specific initiation is suppressed. Provided core factor is bound to its site, the DNA footprinted by pol I can be changed to any random sequence without affecting recruitment, but sequence alterations that disrupt core factor binding eliminate pol I recruitment (145). Site-specific DNA–protein photocrosslinking suggests that the *A.castellanii* TAF96 is in a position to make contact with pol I (28). Addition of polymerase increases the proximity of this TAF9 to the DNA, consistent with an interaction between polymerase and this TAF9 (28).

Transcription complex assembly on pol III promoters

Type I and II promoters. The A and B block sequences found in most pol III promoters are recognised by a multibunit complex called TFIIIC. This is one of the largest and most complex transcription factors known. In *S.cerevisiae*, TFIIIC consists of two globular domains, each of ~10 nm in diameter and ~300 kDa (56). It is composed of six subunits (Table 2), none of which seems able to bind specifically to DNA on its own. Photocrosslinking experiments have shown that the various subunits of TFIIIC extend across the entire length of a rRNA*5S* gene (146,147). Both the A and B blocks are contacted, although the latter is the major determinant of binding affinity (148). It is remarkable that these two promoter elements are recognised simultaneously by a single factor, since their separations can vary substantially among different genes. Furthermore, the relative helical orientation of the A and B blocks is not important for transcription efficiency (54).

Electron microscopic analysis suggests that a linker region between the two domains of TFIIIC can stretch, giving the protein the appearance of a dumbbell when bound to large rRNA genes (56). However, on promoters with very long inter-block separations the ability to stretch is exceeded and the intervening DNA is looped out (56). This capacity of TFIIIC to accommodate such a diversity of promoter sizes constitutes an extraordinary feat of protein flexibility.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subunit</th>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>τ138</td>
<td>TFC3</td>
<td>(346)</td>
<td>Two regions of weak HMG homology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>τ131</td>
<td>TFC4</td>
<td>(347)</td>
<td>Multiple TPR repeats; HLH homology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>τ95</td>
<td>TFC1</td>
<td>(348)</td>
<td>HTH homology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>τ91</td>
<td>TFC6</td>
<td>(349)</td>
<td>No significant homologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>τ60</td>
<td>TFC8</td>
<td>(351)</td>
<td>No significant homologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>τ55</td>
<td>TFC7</td>
<td>(350)</td>
<td>Chimeric protein generated by chromosomal rearrangement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Human TFIIIC seems rather different from the yeast factor. It can be resolved by ion exchange chromatography into two components, called TFIIIC1 and TFIIIC2 (149–151). Whereas both components are required for expression of 5S rRNA, VAI and rRNA genes, U6 and 7SK transcription requires TFIIIC1 but not TFIIIC2 (151–153). The initial recognition of type II promoters is achieved by TFIIIC2, which binds to the B block and then serves to recruit TFIIIC1 and TFIIIB (154). The function of TFIIIC1 is unclear, although it enhances and extends the footprint produced by TFIIIC2 (149–151). Sedimentation analysis suggested that TFIIIC1 has a mass of up to 200 kDa (149), assuming it is globular, but little further progress has been made towards its characterisation. Human TFIIIC2 has been purified and shown to consist of five polypeptides, of 220, 110, 102, 90 and 63 kDa, with a cumulative mass approaching 600 kDa (150,155,156). TFIIIC2 can also be isolated in a transcriptionally inactive form that lacks the hTFIIIC110 subunit but still binds DNA (156). Cloning of cDNAs has been reported for all of the subunits (152,156–158,158a). Three of them, hTFIIIC220, hTFIIIC110 and hTFIIIC90, display no significant homology to S.cerevisiae TFIIIC. This is very surprising, because the A and B blocks are well conserved between mammals and yeast and crosslinking shows that hTFIIIC220 is responsible for contacting these promoter elements in humans (149). hTFIIIC63 shows only 22% homology to the τ95 subunit of yeast TFIIIC (158). However, hTFIIIC102 is 31% identical to τ131 and these subunits both contain 11 copies of a tetratricopeptide repeat (158).

Productive recruitment of TFIIIC to 5S rRNA promoters requires the presence of the gene-specific factor TFIIIA. *Xenopus laevis* TFIIIA was the first eukaryotic transcription factor to be purified to homogeneity (159) and the first to have its cDNA cloned (160). It was also the founding member of the zinc finger family, since most of its 344 residues are taken up by nine tandem, zinc-dependent DNA-binding domains (161). NMR and crystal structures have been published recently, showing three and six TFIIIA fingers, respectively, bound to fragments of a 5S rRNA gene (162,163). The C block is recognised by the N-terminal three fingers (fingers 1–3), which contribute ~95% of the total binding energy of full-length TFIIIA; these fingers wrap smoothly around the major groove in a manner that is typical of this class of DNA-binding domain (162–164). Fingers 7–9 are thought to contact the A block in a similar fashion but with lower affinity (164). The middle three fingers adopt a completely different configuration in order to span the interblock DNA, which is twice as long as the regions bound by fingers 1–3 or 7–9. They run along one side of the duplex in an open, extended structure (163). Of these, only finger 5 makes base contacts in the major groove, at the intermediate element, whereas fingers 4 and 6 straddle the neighbouring minor grooves and function primarily as spacer elements (163).

TFIIIA also has nine zinc fingers in *S.cerevisiae* (165). However, the spacings are very different from *X.laevis* TFIIIA, and overall the two proteins are only ~20% identical, with most of the shared residues occurring in the finger motifs. Even amongst frog species there is considerable divergence, with TFIIIA from *X.laevis* showing only 84% identity to the *Rana catesbeiana* protein. This rapid evolution of TFIIIA, which is dedicated to the metabolism of 5S rRNA (166), is consistent with the lack of conservation of the pol I factors that are responsible for producing the other rRNA species.

TFIIIA serves as an adaptor, providing a platform that allows TFIIIC to be recruited onto 5S rRNA genes for which it has little affinity. Photocrosslinking experiments have shown that the locations of the various TFIIIC subunits, relative to each other and to the initiation site, are very similar on a yeast 5S rRNA gene to those seen on a tRNA gene (147). This is remarkable, given the dissimilarity in promoter structures and the additional presence of TFIIIA at the 5S rRNA gene. It is also notable that although tRNA and 5S rRNA genes both employ an A block, it is bound by TFIIIC in the former case but by TFIIIA in the latter.

Regardless of the promoter type, the primary function of TFIIIC is to recruit TFIIIB. This process has been characterised extensively in yeast, where *S.cerevisiae* TFIIIB has been reconstructed entirely from recombinant components (167–169). It is a complex of three polypeptides, one of which is TBP (170). The largest of the TBP-associated factors is a 90 kDa polypeptide called B′, which displays little homology to other known proteins except for a putative SANT domain (167–169,171). This subunit is unusually resistant to truncation and will continue to support U6 transcription after all but 176 of its 594 residues have been deleted (172). The other component of *S.cerevisiae* TFIIIB is a 70 kDa subunit that displays 23% identity and 44% similarity to TFIIIB in its N-terminal 320 residues (173–175). Because of this homology, it is often referred to as TFIIIB-related factor or BRF, although it has also been called TDS4, PCF4 and TFIIIB70. Given their similarity, it was expected that BRF and TFIIIB might interact with TBP in a similar manner. Indeed, a weak interaction is observed between TBP and the TFIIIB-homologous region of BRF (176,177). However, the principal TBP-binding domain of BRF maps outside the region that is conserved with TFIIIB (176–181). Extensive mutagenesis has shown that BRF contains two separate TBP-binding domains, which interact with opposite faces of the TBP–DNA complex (177,179,180). A remarkable feature of BRF is that it can be split down the middle to give two separate halves that continue to function when recombined (177). This property has allowed dissection of the roles of the separated domains (177).

As with TFIIIC and pol III, TFIIIB is less well characterised in metazoa. The human factor has been shown to contain TBP (182–185) and a homologue of BRF (186,187). The N-terminal domain of human BRF is 24% identical to human TFIIIB, and 41% identical to the corresponding region of *S.cerevisiae* BRF, but the C-terminal half is much less conserved (187). A BRF homologue has also been identified in *Caenorhabditis elegans* (188). Apart from TBP and BRF, human TFIIIB contains one or more additional, unidentified components (182,184,187,189,190). It seems highly probable that a B′′ equivalent will be involved, since B′′ from *S.cerevisiae* has been shown to support U6 transcription when reconstituted with human fractions (190). However, the TFIIIB requirements for type III promoters are distinct from those for types I and II (182,187,189,190).

Since it contains TBP, TFIIIB can bind independently to a TATA box (191). The affinity of binding is increased by a cooperative interaction between TBP and BRF, particularly at suboptimal TATA sites (192). However, most type I and II promoters lack a TATA sequence and so cannot be recognised directly by TFIIIB (170,185,193,194). In these cases, TFIIIB is
recruited by protein–protein contacts with DNA-bound TFIIIC (193,195). Saccharomyces cerevisiae BRF has been shown to interact with \( \tau_131 \), the subunit of TFIIIC located furthest upstream along the promoter (176,196). Certain mutations in \( \tau_131 \) can stimulate transcription complex assembly, which has led to the suggestion that the TFIIIB-binding site may be masked prior to conformational rearrangements (196–198). Changes in the efficiency of photocrosslinking provide evidence that \( \tau_131 \) becomes reoriented during TFIIIB assembly (170). Once recruited, yeast TFIIIB occupies a region of \(-40\) bp immediately upstream of the transcription start site (147,177,193,199,200). From there it is able to bring pol III to the promoter and position it over the initiation region (199). All three subunits of TFIIIB are required for pol III recruitment, but direct interactions have only been identified in the case of BRF (176,201,202).

Several factors contribute to the selection of the transcription start site. The principal determinant is TFIIIC, which dictates the general location where TFIIIB is positioned. However, the interface between these factors is quite flexible and allows TBP to scan the region around \(-30\) for an optimal site for TFIIIB (203). Initiation then occurs \(-30\) bp downstream of this site, but pol III has certain sequence preferences and will hunt within this small window for the optimal initiating nucleotide (205).

Once assembled, transcription complexes on class III genes display considerable stability towards high salt concentrations that would preclude their formation entirely (193,199,204,205). For example, \(-45\%\) of VAI transcriptional activity remains after a 6.5 min exposure of the preformed complex to 1 M KCl (205). Complexes formed on yeast tRNA and SS rRNA genes retain full activity after exposure to 500 mM NaCl or 100 \( \mu \)g/ml heparin (193,199). In yeast, the interaction between TFIIIB and DNA is the most resistant to salt, whereas TFIIIC and TFIIIA are dissociated more readily (193,199). Once recruited to a promoter via TFIIIC, yeast TFIIIB will remain stably bound even in 1 M KCl (199). This is remarkable, given that TFIIIB alone is incapable of recognising a TATA-less class III gene. It seems that interaction with TFIIIC unmasks a latent DNA-binding capacity that locks TFIIIB onto a promoter. Indeed, a proteolytic fragment containing the C-terminus of BRF can bind DNA in a sequence-independent fashion, but this cryptic function is not detected with the isolated full-length polypeptide (206). Interactions between the TFIIIB subunits may constrain the DNA in such a way that it is unable to slide free; this might allow avid binding in the absence of sequence-specific recognition.

This unusual property of yeast TFIIIB was exploited to show that this factor is sufficient on its own to recruit pol III and direct multiple rounds of accurately initiated transcription (199). TFIIIC and TFIIIA were stripped from fully assembled transcription complexes by exposure to heparin, leaving TFIIIB alone on tRNA and SS rRNA promoters; the efficiency of transcription was not compromised by this treatment (199). On this basis, TFIIIA and TFIIIC can be regarded as assembly factors that are dispensable for transcript initiation. It seems likely that this conclusion will also apply to metazoan systems, but this has not been demonstrated. Silkworm TFIIIB remains bound to promoters after the other factors have been stripped (K.Sprague, personal communication). However, with frog and human factors the dissociation pathway is the reverse of the assembly pathway; polymerase is lost before TFIIIB as the salt concentration is elevated (204,205,207). Thus, the exceptional salt stability of promoter-bound TFIIIB that is seen in simpler organisms appears not to be a feature of vertebrates.

The similarity between the committed complex of the rRNA genes and the TFIIIB complex of the pol III system is striking. In each case, the TBP-containing factor is positioned just upstream of +1. These complexes are sufficient to recruit RNA polymerases, positioning them over the initiation site. The complexes persist through multiple rounds of initiation. In some situations, the assembly factors can be dispensed with, allowing transcription in the presence of TIF-IB or TFIIIB alone.

**Type III promoters.** The type III promoters associated with vertebrate 7SK and U6 snRNA genes have distinct factor requirements from most pol III templates. They utilise TFIIIC1, but not TFIIIC2 (151,153). Furthermore, the TFIIIB employed by type III promoters is separable chromatographically from the form used by types I and II, probably representing a subcomplex (182,187,189,190). One study concluded on the basis of immunodepletion that BRF is not required for transcription of a human U6 gene (187). However, BRF can be immunoprecipitated in association with PTF, a factor employed by U6 genes (208).

The PSE of type III promoters is recognised by a factor called PTF or SNAPc. It is a complex of five subunits, all of which have been cloned (153,208–213). The largest subunit, SNAP190, contains a Myb DNA-binding domain and can be crosslinked to the PSE (153,213). The U1 and U2 snRNA genes that are transcribed by pol II also contain PSE promoter sequences and can be activated by PTF/SNAPc (208–212). Since pol III transcription of U6 and 7SK genes and pol II transcription of U1 and U2 is inhibited by immunodepletion with antisera against PTF/SNAPc and expression in the depleted extracts is restored by adding purified PTF/SNAPc (208–212), it seems that there is a single PSE-binding protein that is shared by the two polymerases.

The distance separating the PSE and the TATA box is constrained very precisely in type III promoters (214,215). This suggests that PTF/SNAPc interacts with BRF at the TBP or TFIIIB. Indeed, subunits of PTF/SNAPc have been shown to bind directly to TBP (208–212). Both PSE and TATA binding are relatively slow and assembly of the initiation complex takes longer for U6 genes than it does for tRNA or SS rRNA genes (216,217). SNAP190 contains a C-terminal extension that inhibits PSE recognition, perhaps by masking the DNA-binding domain (218). This self-repression can be relieved by Oct-1, which binds to the upstream DSE, makes direct contact with SNAP190 and thereby stimulates PSE occupancy (217,219,220). Association of PTF/SNAPc with the PSE of the human U6 gene takes over 1 h in the absence of Oct-1, but is complete in 15–30 min in its presence (217). In the case of the 7SK gene, Oct-1 produces a 10- to 20-fold increase in PSE occupancy and a similar increase in transcription (219,221).

Template competition experiments have shown that the PSE is essential for stable complex formation on the human U6 promoter (222). Mutation of the octamer sequence within the DSE reduced the stability of the complex (222). Although the TATA box helped stabilise the complex, it was not essential for resistance to template competition (222). Thus, both kinetic
and template commitment experiments indicate that PSE occupancy is of primary importance in assembling an initiation complex on a type III promoter. PTF/SNAPc and TBP enhance each other's recruitment to the U6 promoter, an effect that is dependent on the N-terminal 96 residues of TBP (93). Occupation of the U6 promoter, therefore, appears to be achieved by a series of cooperative interactions between Oct-1, PTF/SNAPc and TBP. It remains to be determined how TFIIIC is recruited, but this may be a late step in complex assembly on type III promoters.

TRANSCRIPT INITIATION AND ELONGATION

During initiation, the double-stranded DNA must be melted to allow access to the template strand. In pol II transcription, this process requires ATP βγ bond hydrolysis to energise DNA helicase activity of TFIIH. However, βγ bond hydrolysis is not necessary for transcription by pol I or pol III (205,223). Analyses using KMnO₄ and diethylpyrocarbonate to detect single-stranded regions in the DNA show that a melted bubble forms spontaneously upon binding of pol I or pol III, in a temperature-dependent manner. For both enzymes, the melted bubble initiates upstream of +1 and propagates downstream. Pol I melts ~9–10 bp before initiation; following initiation and promoter clearance, the melted transcription bubble expands to ~19 bp. The length of the double-stranded DNA–RNA hybrid at steady-state is estimated to be 9 bp (224).

Pol III also melts the DNA helix around the initiation site (199,225). This process requires the active participation of TFIIIB, as certain mutations in BRF or B′ allow normal polymerase recruitment and positioning but prevent the formation of a strand-separated open promoter complex (226). Indeed, B′ can be dispensed with if a short segment of DNA is unpaired just upstream of +1 to form a pre-opened transcription bubble (227). Although promoter escape can limit the rate of pol II transcription, nearly all pol III molecules dissociate from the promoter-bound TFIIIB without significant pausing or arrest (228). As pol III progresses into the gene, the bubble of melted DNA moves with it (225). At 20°C, yeast pol III elongates RNA at an average rate of ~20 nt/s, which is similar to the chain elongation rate measured for pol II in vivo (229).

However, elongation does not proceed at a uniform rate; for example, at 20°C it takes pol III 3.0 s to traverse from nt 17 to nt 46 of the SUP4 rRNA35 gene and 4.1 s to travel the next 9 nt (229). This uneven progress results from pausing at internal sites, and the rate of extension at individual nucleotides can vary by 31-fold (229). Recognition of pause sites involves the C11 subunit of yeast pol III (230). This subunit bears significant homology to the pol II-specific elongation factor TFIIS (230). Whereas pol I and pol II employ dedicated elongation factors, pol III does not; this may not be necessary because of the TFIIS-like function of the C11 subunit (230) and because the class III genes are extremely short.

A large transcription complex within the transcribed region of a gene might be expected to block progression of polymerase or to be displaced by it. However, assembled transcription complexes are not removed from internal control regions by multiple passages of pol III (207,231). Furthermore, removing yeast TFIIIC from the SUP4 rRNA35 gene made no significant difference to the rate of elongation (229,232). During transcription in the normal direction, the presence of TFIIIC delays pol III for just 0.2 s at a single site upstream of the B block (229). Since the time required for promoter clearance limits initiation rates to <0.5 s⁻¹, a downstream delay of 0.2 s will make no difference to the overall level of transcription (232).

However, if pol III transcribes in the antisense direction and encounters TFIIIC from downstream, it pauses for around 9 s before continuing through the B block (232). In contrast, TFIIIB prevents the passage of pol III approaching from downstream for >1 h (232). A full X.laevis 5S RNA gene transcription complex has also been found not to impede transcription of either DNA strand by SP6 RNA polymerase and the complex remains stably bound following multiple polymerase transits (233). In contrast, a TFIIIA–5S rRNA gene complex in the absence of TFIIIB and TFIIIC is dissociated by passage of either SP6 RNA polymerase or pol III (233,234). Similarly, TFIIIC alone is rapidly displaced from DNA by pol III (232). These results suggest that the multiple contacts made by a complete transcription complex may be essential for continued integrity. An obvious possibility is that pol III transiently displaces a given factor from its binding site as it transcribes through the gene, but the factor remains associated due to protein–protein contacts with other factors bound to DNA sites not in the process of being transcribed. The interaction of TFIIIB with DNA upstream of the start site may be particularly important in preventing TFIIIC and TFIIIA from being displaced from the template as pol III transcribes through the internal promoter.

TRANSCRIPTION TERMINATION

Pol I transcription stops at a series of gene terminators found within the first 1000 bp downstream of the 28S rRNA coding sequence (235–238). Whereas pol III terminators are intrinsically recognised by the polymerase, pol I terminator function (both PT and the gene terminators) is mediated by the DNA-binding protein TTF-I (in mouse) or Reb1p (in yeast) (36,141,239–243). Termination requires binding of the terminator protein to specific DNA sequences downstream of the transcription unit. These factors bind in a specific orientation and termination is orientation dependent (235,236,240,244). In mouse, termination is pol I specific (245), but in yeast both pol I and pol III can be terminated in vitro by Reb1p in the correct sequence context (36,242); in contrast, pol II is only paused, requiring an additional factor for template and product release (246). It is striking that the sequence context for pol I and pol III termination is remarkably similar (246).

TTF-I and Reb1p have in their C-terminal halves direct repeats of a motif related to the DNA-binding domain of the protooncogene Myb (141,247–249). Deletion studies of the mouse factor suggest that a small sequence just upstream of these DNA-binding repeats (248) recruits a transcript releasing factor (250). A homologous protein is not identified in Reb1p. However, the releasing factor from mouse will catalyse RNA release from pol I paused by the yeast factor (251).

In the mouse system, termination occurs when pol I encounters DNA-bound TTF-I (250). TTF-I then recruits the releasing factor, which catalyses 3′-end formation. Following release, there is some 3′ trimming of the transcript by an exonuclease to produce the mature 3′-end. Finally, polymerase dissociates from the template. In yeast, no releasing factor is needed and dissociation of the transcript depends upon instability of the
nascent RNA–DNA hybrid in the active site of the polymerase (242). Instability is increased by base pair mismatching in the hybrid after the polymerase ‘retreats’ from the pause site.

The termination factors also bind to the PT. The PT stimulates transcription, and several mechanisms have been suggested to contribute to this effect. (i) The termination factors are capable of oligomerisation in vitro and, in the context of the repeated rRNA genes, could possibly link the end of one repeat to the beginning of the next, so that the intergenic spacer DNA is looped out (35,36,144). (ii) The PT serves a role in chromatin remodelling when bound by TTF-I, repositioning a nucleosome over the core promoter (252). (iii) The PT serves to protect the core and UPE from having their transcription factors stripped over the core promoter (252). However, TTF-I-bound gene terminators act as replication fork barriers, stopping progression of the replication fork into the downstream transcription unit. However, the yeast PT is in the opposite orientation and non-functional in transcription termination.

The gene terminators are also DNA replication terminators in mouse (253). A DNA replication origin is found in each IGS, downstream of the gene terminator. Bidirectional replication starts here and proceeds through the downstream transcription unit. The replication fork moving in the opposite direction would encounter RNA polymerases transcribing the upstream repeat. However, the TTF-I-bound gene terminator acts as a replication fork barrier, stopping progression of the replication fork into the upstream transcription unit. The barrier function is strictly orientation dependent, but has opposite polarity to transcription termination.

In striking contrast to pol I and pol II, pol III can recognise termination sites accurately and efficiently in the apparent absence of other factors (254). Simple clusters of four or more T residues can serve as terminator signals in most cases (53,255,256). It has been proposed that the La autoantigen is involved in termination by pol III (257–259). HeLa extracts that have been immunodepleted of La synthesise very few pol III transcripts and these are truncated at their 3′-termini by between one and five U residues (257,258). Addition of purified La to immobilised DNA templates increases the release of RNA and the overall level of transcription (259). These observations led to the suggestion that La is involved in the production and release of full-length pol III transcripts in mammals (257–259). However, deletion of the gene encoding La in S. cerevisiae has no effect on pol III activity (260). Attempts to demonstrate a role for La in pol III transcription in Xenopus have also proved unsuccessful (261,262).

REINITIATION

Reinitiation on rRNA genes is extremely efficient, producing a high density of pol I molecules on the active repeats. This is at least in part because the core factor left on the promoter is fully functional, allowing for repetitive polymerase recruitment. In A. castellanii, the next polymerase can join the promoter once the transcribing polymerase has translocated beyond about +17 (224). It has been suggested that rRNA genes are arranged in bundles in the nucleolus such that all the terminators and promoters are pulled together in a central core with the transcribed portions and IGSs looped out (37,144). Such an arrangement would result in a very high concentration of polymerase in the vicinity of the promoter, thereby abetting frequent reinitiation.

After the initial round of transcription, a stable complex on a yeast tRNA gene can direct subsequent cycles 5- to 10-fold more rapidly than the first (263). Thus, during multiple round transcription, synthesis of each tRNA molecule takes ~35 s, whereas initiation of the first transcript can take ~5 min (at 22°C) (263). This is because pol III is recycled without being released from the template; as a consequence, the slow initial step of polymerase recruitment is avoided (263). Template commitment assays demonstrated that pol III remains associated with the gene on which it first initiated and is not released into a free pool (263). TFIIA, TFIIIB and TFIIIC all bind DNA (96), and this may facilitate internal recycling by bringing the two ends of a class III gene into close proximity. Human pol III is also retained in the original transcription complex on VA and tRNA genes without dissociating after each round of synthesis (207). Evidence has been presented that limiting amounts of human pol III can be recycled to preinitiation complexes on the VAI promoter at least 5-fold more efficiently in the presence of La than in its absence (259,264). It remains to be determined whether La allows mammalian systems to utilise a facilitated recycling pathway that is similar to the one described in yeast.

ACCESSORY FACTORS

Pol I

In addition to the core- and UPE-binding factors, several additional pol I transcription factors have been described. An example is TIF-IA, which has only been identified in mouse (265–267). This is the factor regulated in response to growth conditions (266,268) and also in response to hormones, where it was dubbed TFIC (269,270). TIF-IA activity co-fractionates with a 75 kDa monomer, but extremely low yields have obstructed cloning (271). This factor is required for promoter clearance, but not for recruitment of polymerase to the promoter (271). TIF-IA is normally found tightly associated with a small fraction of the pol I in the cell (271). Several groups concluded that TIF-IA is utilised stoichiometrically rather than catalytically, suggesting that it is inactivated at each round of initiation (266,270). The nature of this inactivation has not been elucidated and it is difficult to distinguish experimentally from dilution into the reaction medium in vitro (270).

In yeast, an additional factor necessary for specific initiation has been identified genetically (272). The 72.4 kDa product of the RRN3 gene is required for viability, is purified as a monomer and associates with pol I (272), but at what step in initiation it functions is not known. Like TIF-IA, Rrn3p or its association with dimorphic forms of pol I may be regulated in response to entry into stationary phase (273,274). Since yeast Rrn3p and mouse TIF-IA exhibit similar functions (272,273), cloning may reveal that they are homologues. TIF-IC (not to be confused with TFIC) has only been identified in mouse (275,276). Its composition is unknown, but it associates with pol I and is absolutely required for promoter clearance. TIF-IC also suppresses non-specific initiation and stimulates the elongation rate by depressing pausing (276). Activities similar to the pol II-specific factor TFIIF. However, it is distinct from TFIIF in its gel filtration and ion exchange chromatographic behaviour. Both TIF-IC and TIF-IA may join the initiation complex in association with pol I or after pol I
recruitment, with TIF-IA joining after TIF-IC. Unlike Rrn3p, these factors are known to have a role in transcription initiation at a step after polymerase promoter binding (100,277).

PAF53 was purified and cloned from mouse as part of a group of three polypeptides (53, 51 and 49 kDa) associated with a small fraction of highly purified pol I (278–280). PAF53 has significant sequence similarity to the S.cerevisiae pol I A49 subunit (280,281). A49 deletion yeast strains are viable, but grow slowly, for reasons that appear complex (282). Anti-PAF53 antibodies inhibit specific rRNA transcription, but not non-specific polymerisation activity in vitro, suggesting that PAF53 functions during initiation. Pull-down and far-western blot experiments show a weak interaction between UBF and PAF53, perhaps allowing UBF to participate in enzyme recruitment. Furthermore, PAF53 accumulates in nucleoli of actively transcribing cells, but is deficient in nucleoli of serum-starved cells, implicating it in regulation (280). However, another group found that the level of PAF53 was comparable in exponentially growing and growth-arrested cells, and concluded that it is the mouse A49 homologue (281).

TIF-IE stabilises kinetically the binding of TIF-IB to the core promoter (87). It has only been identified in A.castellani, but unpublished data from a number of other systems suggest that similar activities are widespread. In the absence of TIF-IE, TIF-IB cannot form a complex on the promoter that is resistant to competition by another promoter-containing DNA. The apparent equilibrium binding constant of 50 pM is not significantly altered by the presence of TIF-IE, rather, the on–off rates are affected proportionately. TIF-IE has a native molecular mass of ~70 kDa by rate zonal sedimentation, but its subunit composition is not known. TIF-IE co-purifies with both pol I and TIF-IB, suggesting that it may interact with both. Functionally, it appears similar to yeast UAF and possibly to vertebrate UBF, suggesting that it may interact with both. Functionally, it appears similar to yeast UAF and possibly to vertebrate UBF, but this is yet to be proven.

Rat E 1BF/Ku, a clamp protein that tethers the catalytic subunit of DNA-dependent protein kinase to DNA, was reported to stimulate pol I initiation, but not elongation (283–288). Ku knockout mice exhibit an inability to repair DNA non-specific polymerisation activity in vitro, but this is yet to be proven.

The human pol III transcription apparatus was reported to co-purify with an uncharacterised activity called TDF (294), as well as the pol II cofactor PC4 and DNA topoisomerase (topo) I (295). Both PC4 and topo I were found to enhance the footprints produced by TFIIC in downstream promoter regions (295). In addition, they stimulated multiple round, but not single round transcription from preformed complexes, suggesting a role in reinitiation (295). Mutation of the catalytic site of topo I made no difference to these activities (295). No evidence has yet been presented that these factors contribute to pol III transcription in vivo.

A novel regulator called Staf has been isolated by screening a Xenopus oocyte expression library with an activator element from 200 bp upstream of the X.laevis tRNA^{sec} gene (296). This is an unusual tRNA gene that combines an internal B block with upstream elements that are similar to those of U6 genes (70). Staf can bind to the DSEs of U6, U1, U2 and 7SK genes and in each case substitution of the recognition motif can diminish transcription in vivo (297). Furthermore, recombinant Staf stimulates tRNA^{sec} expression when injected into oocytes (296). Staf is a 65 kDa polypeptide with a central DNA-binding domain containing seven tandem zinc fingers (296). It is likely to function cooperatively with Oct-1, since their respective binding sites are found close together in ~70% of all DSE elements and can activate synergistically if appropriately spaced (297).

Because of the high basal activity of most pol III promoters, transcriptional repression is likely to be important in controlling expression levels under some circumstances. Indeed, several previously known pol II regulators can also repress class III genes both in vitro and in vivo. The first example of this was provided by Dr1, a 19 kDa nuclear phosphoprotein that was isolated from HeLa cells as an inhibitor of pol II transcription (298). Saccharomyces cerevisiae contains a Dr1 homolog that is 37% identical to its human counterpart and is essential for viability (299). It binds directly to TBP and blocks its association with TFIIA and TFIIB, thereby inhibiting pol II transcription (298). In the TFIIIB complex, BRF contacts TBP at sites that overlap with both the TFIIA and TFIIB interaction surfaces (176–181). Accordingly, Dr1 can disrupt the association between TBP and BRF, thereby inactivating TFIIIB (300).

Overexpression of Dr1 will repress transcription in vitro of a range of human pol III templates and will also inhibit tRNA synthesis in living yeast (299,300). In contrast, pol I transcription is not affected by Dr1 in either of these situations (299,300). This establishes the specificity of the effect and suggests that Dr1 might function to alter the balance of nuclear RNA polymerase activity, suppressing pol II and pol III under conditions where pol I transcription is limiting.

Overexpression of Dr1 slows cell growth in yeast (299). Two other unrelated growth suppressors that can also inhibit pol III transcription are RB and p53, but these are restricted to metazoa. Both RB and p53 can inhibit the expression of class III genes when transfected into cells or added to in vitro transcription reactions (301–305). This is not an artifact of overexpression, since the specific inactivation of endogenous RB or p53 using gene knockout technology results in elevated synthesis of pol III transcripts in living murine fibroblasts (302,305). Immunoprecipitation and co-fractionation have shown a physical association between endogenous cellular TFIIIB and both RB and p53 (303–305). Furthermore, TFIIIB
activity is elevated specifically in fibroblasts derived from either RB or p53 knockout mice (304,305). Very similar results have been reported for the RB-related proteins p107 and p130 (306). However, it has yet to be determined why binding of these factors results in a loss of TFIIIB activity.

RB has also been shown to repress pol I transcription, in this case by targeting UBF (307,308). Immunoprecipitations with cellular extracts demonstrated interaction between endogenous RB and UBF (307). The amount of RB that co-precipitates with UBF increases as U937 cells differentiate, in parallel with a decrease in pol I transcription (307). Immunofluorescence has also shown that RB accumulates in the nucleolus as the differentiating cells down-regulate rRNA synthesis (307). Titration of RB can abolish the footprint produced by UBF on a mouse rDNA promoter, thereby providing a mechanism of action (308). Pol I transcription in vivo can be repressed by p53, although this effect may be indirect (309). It has been suggested that inhibiting RNA and rRNA production may contribute to the growth suppression function of tumour suppressors (310,311).

**CHROMATIN**

Nucleosomes are associated with the coding regions of many genes transcribed by pol II and pol III (312–317). In contrast, eukaryotic rRNA genes lack nucleosomes on the transcribed repeats (318–319). Analysis of the DNA length within active rRNA genes in Miller spreads revealed a compaction ratio close to 1, whereas it would be near 6 if the genes were completely nucleosomal (reviewed in 318). These electron microscopic studies did not address the transcriptionally inactive copies, so their chromatin state has been controversial, largely owing to the difficulty of studying chromatin structure of multicopy genes in heterogeneous states of packaging. Sogo and co-workers (82,320) demonstrated two classes of rRNA genes using psoralen, a reagent that photocrosslinks one DNA strand to the other wherever it is not protected by protein; non-nucleosomal DNA crosslinks more extensively than nucleosomal and has diminished mobility in polyacrylamide gels. Their studies show that both the promoter and the transcribed portion of the active genes are stripped of nucleosomes even though both daughter rRNA genes are completely packaged immediately following DNA replication (321). This stripping does not occur in yeast mutants lacking active pol I, suggesting that the polymerase plays a critical role in nucleosome removal (320). Because the presence of inactive, nucleosomal copies of the rRNA genes interferes with analysis, it is not known whether the active copies are free of histones as well as of nucleosomes.

Simple pol III templates have provided extremely valuable systems for studying the organisation of chromatin and its effects on transcriptional activity, as has been reviewed extensively by Wolfe (322). A good example was provided by the use of photocrosslinking to probe the internal architecture of a nucleosome positioned on a Xenopus 5S rRNA gene (323). The same gene was used to demonstrate that histone acetylation can facilitate the access of transcription factors to chromatinised promoter sequences (324). For detailed reviews of the role of chromatin in pol III transcription, the reader is referred to White (2) and Wolfe (322).

The susceptibility of class III genes to nucleosomal repression is extremely template dependent. Most tRNA genes are remarkably resistant to chromatin-mediated repression, whereas middle repetitive genes such as B2 and Alu are highly susceptible. The clearest example of the differential effects of histones upon pol III transcription in vivo has been provided by studies in Xenopus. Injection of developing frog embryos with mRNA encoding histone H1 results in substantial repression of the oocyte 5S rRNA genes (325). Conversely, depletion of endogenous histone H1 using ribozymes causes increased expression of these genes (325,326). Neither of these manipulations has any significant effect on the transcription of tRNA and somatic 5S rRNA genes by pol III or of U1 and U2 snRNA genes by pol II (325,326).

tRNA genes are also highly resistant to repression by histones in other systems. Removal of H1 from murine chromatin makes little or no difference to the number of tRNA genes that are accessible to transcription factors (327). Synthesis of tRNA is not affected by a nucleosome deficiency in *S.cerevisiae* that can activate several class II genes (328). The SUP4 tRNA*^{1yr}* gene could even remain active in yeast cells when fused to nucleosome positioning signals that are capable of suppressing both pol II transcription and the initiation of DNA replication (329). When substitutions were introduced into the B block, these positioning signals were able to incorporate the start site and A block of the mutated tRNA gene into the centre of a nucleosome, although the wild-type SUP4 template could override the signals and stay free of nucleosomes (329). A yeast tRNA*^{Glu}* gene also remained active after prolonged incubation in a *Xenopus* egg extract that assembled nucleosomes with physiological spacing (330).

The U6 gene of *S.cerevisiae* can also compete successfully with nucleosomes in vivo, as shown by the fact that its expression is unchanged following inactivation of the histone H4 gene (331). However, transcription of U6 promoter mutants was significantly enhanced by deletion of histone H4 (331). Thus, whereas the wild-type U6 gene competes efficiently with nucleosomes, mutant forms with weakened promoters are subject to histone-dependent repression. *In vitro* studies have shown that TFIIIC can protect this template against chromatin-mediated repression (330). The U6 promoter of *S.cerevisiae* has a functional B block, but this is only required for transcription in the presence of histones (330). Interaction with the B block allows TFIIIC to displace nucleosomes from the template, whereas TFIIIB does not have this effect (330). These results suggest that TFIIIC performs an additional role besides serving as an assembly factor for recruiting TFIIIB, namely to weaken the interaction of nucleosomes with the transcribed region of at least some class III genes. This is consistent with reports that human TFIIIC with histone acetyltransferase activity (158a,332). In yeast, the U6 gene is flanked on both sides by a series of positioned nucleosomes; this organisation disappeared upon inactivation of the B block with a 2 bp deletion (331). These results provided the first evidence that a class III gene can organise the chromatin around it. However, this ability was lost when the U6 gene was transferred from its chromosomal location to a centromeric vector (331).

The 500 000 Alu genes in the haploid human genome constitute 5% of the total chromosomal DNA. This number of templates could potentially provide an enormous sink for transcription factors, which might prove highly detrimental due to competition...
with essential class III genes. It may therefore be important for a cell to mask the majority of copies. Most of the functional Alu promoters are repressed in chromat in isolated from HeLa cells (333). Indeed, chromatin appears to silence ~99% of potentially active Alu genes, whereas the majority of tRNA and 5S rRNA genes are accessible to transcription factors in the same HeLa cell chromat in preparations (333). Reconstitution experiments using purified nucleosomes have shown that Alu elements position histone octamers over the start site and a A block region, which results in repression (334). Intranuclear footprinting has shown that a substantial proportion of Alu elements position nucleosomes in this way in native chromatin (317). Silencing of Alu elements by nucleosomal core particles is so efficient that inclusion of H1 has little additional effect (333). Indeed, removal of H1 from HeLa cell chromat in raises Alu expression only ~2-fold (333). In contrast, pol III transcription of the B2 repetitive gene family increases by ~20-fold when H1 is depleted from the chromat in of 3T3 cells (327,333). Thus, although chromatin-mediated repression may be common to middle repetitive class III genes, the molecular mechanism can vary between different families.

The Alu consensus sequence contains an unusually high CpG density, 9-fold above the average for the human genome (334). Indeed, Alu CpGs account for about one-third of the potential methylation sites in human DNA. The maintenance of this high CpG content may indicate that evolution exerts pressure to silence Alu transcription. Most Alu genes are highly methylated in DNA from a range of somatic human cell types (335,336). Treatment of HeLa cells with 5-azacytidine results in hypomethylation of several consensus Alu CpGs and a concomitant 5- to 8-fold increase in the abundance of Alu transcripts (337). Template methylation can repress pol III transcription of Alu, tRNA and VA genes in vitro and of VAI in transfected cells (336,338,339). It can also inhibit tRNA genes in injected Xenopus oocytes, although a 5S rRNA gene was unaffected in the same assay (340). When Xenopus oocyte 5S rRNA genes were purified from blood cells, in which they are not expressed, every CpG in the repeat unit was found to be heavily methylated (341,342). When this gene was not reconstituted Alu gene by 2.5-fold but inhibit the same template by over 50-fold if it is methylated (334). When this gene was not reconstituted with histones, methylation decreased its transcription in a nuclear extract by ~2-fold (334). Factors such as MeCP1 and MeCP2, which bind specifically to methylated DNA in a sequence-independent fashion (345), might potentially play a role in class III gene regulation.

PERSPECTIVE

It will be appreciated from this survey that the pol I and pol III machineries each display many unique features and peculiarities. Nevertheless, it is also clear that the two systems have many properties in common. It is likely that the shared aspects are often the most evolutionarily ancient and the most fundamental to the underlying mechanics of the transcription process. Considerable insight can therefore be gained by continuing to compare and contrast the structure and function of the apparatuses used by the three eukaryotic nuclear RNA polymerases.
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